domestic & commercial guttering, underground and soil systems

superdeep170 gutters
exceed expectations on agricultural building
SuperDeep 170, the highstrength, high-volume
guttering system from
Kayflow, has been
installed on a 75ft
agricultural building in the
depths of the Shropshire
countryside. Supplied in
Grey through approved
stockist Venture Building
Plastics, it replaced the
shed’s original cementfibre rainwater system.
Retired maintenance engineer and
small-holder Mr Tom Farmer needed
a new system with a greater capacity;
he was finding that the cement-fibre
system was no longer performing,
“…it’s been up there 20 years, since
we built the shed.” he said.
“The gutter still worked but the
capacity was no longer good enough.
We’ve been getting more flash storms
with a lot of rain falling in short, sharp
bursts and the old guttering just
couldn’t cope with it; the water cames
pouring over the side.
Part of the system has to manage
run-off from two roofs; I installed a
60ft x 20ft roof canopy ten years ago
to provide cover between the farm’s
original Dutch barn and the shed.
The gutter between these roofs was
failing dramatically, with the area
beneath becoming sodden causing an

unpleasant surface run-off and
affecting the quality of the feed and
damaging stored machinery and
equipment.”
Mr Farmer was aware of gutter
systems with a much deeper capacity
but the SuperDeep 170 has exceeded
his expectations, “It is a much better
product. I have looked at a number
of systems and this one is by far the
best. It’s not just the depth of it but
also the shape of the gutter, it’s more
oval than round which means that it’s
still a manageable system; it’s not all
high sides – it’s wide and deep.”
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The SuperDeep170 system was
installed in a day; once the brackets
were in position at 600mm centres,
the guttering simply clicked into
place. Each fascia bracket is able to
carry a weight of 125kg, that’s
around 19.5 stone - more than
enough to handle a gutter full of
water, ice and snow. “I was
particularly impressed with the

brackets and fittings,” continued Mr
Farmer. “They’re twice as strong as
the ones I had originally looked at,
they’re far more robust.”
The gutter profile is white on the
inside. This deters heat build-up,
a common enemy of any guttering
system. The system is available in
both black and grey.
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